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Dear Parents/Carers,

Another busy week at The Willows Academy, so here are a few of the 
highlights.
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Willows Wins Over Audience in

Black History Production
‘Another quality Willows school event.’ This was one of the comments from those

who attended the assembly yesterday where the classes of The Willows Academy

impressed with their Black History production, ‘We Remember, Historical Moments of

the American Civil Rights movement.

Each class presented one aspect of history during this inspiring event which was

attended by the parents and carers who were at the school’s coffee morning. Well

done for an interesting and captivating performance.

Elm tells the story of Rosa Parks
who refused to move from her
seat at the front of the bus.

Maple’s performance about 
Barack Obama - lovely
Speeches and great pop-art.

Ash celebrated Black History 
with an inspiring report on 
Ruby Bridges.

Oak: ‘I have a dream…….’ 
Martin Luther King” 

Beech completed the 
assembly with a moving 
poem about the life of a slave



P.E. KIT

All pupils need to come on Monday with the correct

P.E. kit. There is no hard and fast rule on what they

should wear, however the expectation is that all

pupils should be changing into:

Shorts or track bottoms

Sports shirt

Dates for this Term
Term Ends: Friday, December 
21st, 2018
Back to school, Spring 1: 
Monday, January 7, 2019

Coffee Morning

On Thursday, the coffee morning 

welcomed Miss Evi, who talked to the 

parents on what it meant to be an eco 

school and the steps the school is taking 

to this end. 

The parents also attended the 

school’s Black History assembly, where 

classes presented some of the learning 

they had done during their October 

studies.

We hope that more parents will be 

able to attend these events and will 

keep you posted on any assemblies that 

will be coming up.

Eco-Warriors

Miss Evi has started the Eco School, the 

aim of which is to turn the school into an 

ecologically friendly environment for the 

pupils and staff. Congratulations to the eco-

warriors for achieving the bronze medal, 

acknowledging the firs step taken to living a 

sustainable lifestyle in the school. Next 

Step: Silver


